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SUMMARY

SKILLS

I have been working as a Data Analyst since 2016 during this period I have
worked in diﬀerent environments for an IT ﬁrm named WebCraft-IT. Along with
this, I am proﬁcient in web technologies and have experience of around 5 years
working as a Web Developer in Freelancing Projects from Fortune 500
companies to start-ups with top-notch coding skills.

Back End

Experienced in interpreting and analyzing data to drive growth for a
Supermarket company. Reduced operating costs by 15%, Furnish insights,
analytics, and business intelligence needed to guide decisions. Additionally,
leverage solid technical skills in emerging cloud technologies i.e. AWS and
Oracle Cloud.
In addition, I am a GitHub Elite member with a contribution to many opensource projects with proﬁciency and passion for making open-source more
accessible while creating technologies to elevate people and building
community. My repertoire includes programming languages and tools such as
Python, WordPress, ReactJS, and Jamstack (JavaScript, APIs+ Markup).

C++

NodeJS
MySQL

AngularJS

~ 02/2016 - Ongoing

+ Indore, India

WebCraft is an International Technologies and Management Consulting Group
with focus on regional clients. I was working collaborating with other
developers and agencies, to integrate SAP Data Intelligence capabilities.
- Responsible for developing Pyspark scripts on a Databricks platform to meet
client-side business requirements.
- Evaluated complex technical information, in a concise manner to technical
and business audiences.
- Proﬁcient in various open-source data analytic packages such as Pandas,
NumPy, Matplotlib.
- Managed applied statistical models and algorithms to provide actionable
business and strategic insights, performed ad-hoc analyses, and provided
end-to-end product deployment to address business needs in the
Commercial Excellence domain.
Worked on a quick turnaround project involving data manipulations and
analysis, and generated valuable insights on member shopping behavior.
- Proactively worked in the RDBMS environments and also in Non-SQL
MongoDB, DynamoDB environment.

MongoDB

ReactJS

Wordpress

NoSQL

HTML5

CSS3

Megento

Joomla

Tools
Server Conﬁguration
nginx

Google APIs

Rest APIs

SVN

Bash

Oracle Cloud

npm

Gulp
AWS
Linux

Adobe Photoshop
Grunt

Chrome DevTools

ACHIEVEMENTS

h



Full Stack Developer
Freelance
~ 07/2015 - Ongoing + Indore, India
StackAdroit was a digital agency owned by me for freelancing projects.
Furthermore, I worked on other platforms i.e. freelnacer.com and for local
agencies as a web developer.
- Responsible for constructing modern frontend architecture, involving React,
Redux, and ES6; a Node- powered workﬂow and build system involving
WebPack and Babel.
- Worked on WordPress development projects including themes creations,
customization, and building custom plugins.
Deployed large scale website on versioning systems like GitHub, SVN, GitLab
with load balancing capability on AWS Docker.
- Developed over 100 E-commerce websites with technologies including
Magento, WooCommerce, and Shopify.
- Proﬁcient in agile methodologies like Scrum, branching, build, deployment,
and continuous integration methodologies.
Implemented the highly scalable RESTful APIs for microservices of fetching
User Credit Card info using Spring Data, MySQL.
- Developed an open-source WordPress plugin and continuously maintaining
the source code for future upgrades of it.
Maintaining code quality high by reviewing code from other developers and
suggesting improvements, making sure they are reusable.

Laravel

CMS

Apache

Data Analyst

PHP

Front End

Git

EXPERIENCE

WebCraft-IT

Python

}

Developed open-source Plugin
Achieved the milestone of more than
10,000 downloads for my developed
WordPress plugin.

Google Ad-Sense Account
In year 2012 my technical training YouTube
videos were on the top 5 list of the day and
my blogging site received over 1 million
visitors that resulted in achieving ad-sense
account to monetize my content.

Freelancer.com
In 2015 my website project
citysolitaire.com was selected to be an
inaugural Showcase based on my creativity
and unique design.

FIND ME ONLINE



GitHub
www.github.com/polupraneeth

CERTIFICATION

Certiﬁed : Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
2019 Architect Associate
Oracle

EXPERIENCE

PASSIONS

Web Developer & Trainer
+ Indore, India
Orlando is an authorized C-DAC Center of Ministry of communications and
information technology for carrying out research and development in IT,
Electronics and associated areas. My job responsibilities include providing
Technical Support and worked as an Instructor to C-DAC students in Web
Development Technologies.
Supervised a team of 10 front end developers, giving support to the client's
multi-cultural team, providing feedback, clarifying requirements, and helping
with technical questions.
Responsible for actively taking ownership and working end-to-end on
applications from the system including servers, deployment, and
conﬁguration management.
Managed the evaluation of design patterns, object-oriented design, and
frameworks.

Orlando

~ 09/2014 - 07/2015

UX Designer
Gyrix TechnoLabs

~ 09/2014 - 07/2015

+ Indore, India

Gyrix caters to clients across the globe with the execution of 250+ projects. My
position at Gyrix was working as a part-time web designer, this opportunity
allowed me to see how the product is designed from scratch.
In charge of usability testing sessions and attended stakeholder interviews
for UI improvement.
Preaching the designer on User Experience, giving feedback about how to
improve the overall experience of the application for the end-user.
- Master the problem areas by web traﬃc analysis using Google Analytics, Web
Trends, and SEO data.
Designed multiple websites wireframe based on the client requirements in
Photoshop.



Exploring Internet of things -IOT



Open Source Contribution



Gardening

LANGUAGES
English

Proﬁcient

Hindi

Native

Telugu

Native

HOW I SPEND MY TIME
D
C

B
A

VOLUNTEERING

Teaching underprivileged children
SMM Gramiksha organization

~ 2017 - 2019

SMM Gramiksha is a state-level development organization which is beneﬁting
over 1000 children and their families every year by uplifting education,
healthcare, livelihood in more than 50 remote villages and slums.
This NGO works for the betterment of children's education. It is helping
children from various parts of Madhya Pradesh state.

TRAINING / COURSES

3G & 4G Technology Training:
Duration 15 Days

VLSI Designing using VHDL
Training : Duration 45 Days

Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting
Corporation of India)

Universal Informatics

A

Developing cool stuﬀ

B
C

Giving feedback and supporting other
developers on the team
Gardening

D

Exploring new technologies on web

